[The characteristics of eye regeneration in newts after complete retinal detachment induced by a change in the effect of gravitation in an experiment using a clinostat].
Morphological changes and proliferative activity of the neural retina cells after the neural retina detachment were studied in the newts subjected to microgravity in a clinostat. According to theoretical calculations, simulated microgravity could vary from 3.21 x 10(-2) to 8.05 x 10(-3) g. These conditions had a positive effect on morphological and functional restoration of the neural retina according to various criteria. Specifically, the increased number of Mullerian glial cells, increased relative volume of the plexiform layers, decreased mortality of the detached neural retina cells and increased redifferentiation of the retinal pigment epithelium and reattachment of the neural retina were observed. These changes were mainly found in the dorsal and central areas of the neural retina.